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We seek a world of hope, tolerance and 
social justice, where poverty has been 
overcome and people live in dignity and 
security. CARE Canada will be a global force 
and a partner of choice within a worldwide 
movement dedicated to ending poverty. We 
will be known everywhere for our unshakable 
commitment to the dignity of people.

Our Vision

CARE Canada’s mission is to serve individuals and families in 
the poorest communities in the world. drawing strength from 
our global diversity, resources and experience, we promote 
innovative solutions and are advocates for global responsibility. 
We facilitate lasting change by:

•	Strengthening capacity for self-help
•	providing economic opportunity
•	delivering relief in emergencies
•	Influencing policy decisions at all levels
•	Addressing discrimination in all its forms

 
Guided by the aspirations of local communities,  
we pursue our mission with both excellence and  
compassion; the people whom we serve deserve nothing less.

Our Mission
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The theme of this year’s report, learning and knowledge, 
means not resting on our laurels, but moving forward to 
face new challenges equipped with lessons learned. 

Message From  
the Board Chair 
and CEO

Kevin McCort 
president and CEo
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In the summer of 2011, CARE Canada launched a 
fundraising appeal with the other members of the 
Humanitarian Coalition to support our emergency 
response efforts for the East Africa drought. thanks to 
our generous donors and the support of the Canadian 
International development Agency (CIdA), CARE was 
able to reach more than 2.8 million people with urgent, 
life-saving humanitarian programs. A year later, we 
launched an appeal with the Humanitarian Coalition for 
the food crisis in the Sahel region of West Africa. In 
the Sahel, we used the lessons learned in East Africa, 
such as implementing early warning systems and closely 
monitoring food security situations, to help avert a full-
scale famine in that region.

this was also a learning experience for the Humanitarian 
Coalition. together, we saw the benefits of coordinating 
our efforts and are committed to ensuring this partnership 
continues. We strongly believe Canadians want to see 
more of this sort of collaboration among nGos.

our international programs and operations teams have 
been busy on several fronts. thanks to a $22.4 million 
investment from CIdA through the Muskoka Initiative, 
we are delivering maternal, newborn and child health 
projects in Ethiopia, Malawi, Zimbabwe and tanzania. 
Among other areas, the past year saw our staff respond 
to emergencies, empower women through economic 
development projects, and work to address food security 
issues. this annual report illustrates just a sample of our 
successful projects in the last year.

our continued partnership with CARE International is 
essential to reaching our goals worldwide. With more 
than 1,000 poverty-fighting projects in 84 countries, 
our collective pool of knowledge is vast. We share 
information across the CARE federation, so that we can 
take advantage of the lessons we all learn.

last year, CARE Canada signed $43 million in new, multi-
year agreements with CIdA, a clear vote of confidence 
in the quality and impact of our programs. However, 
the ongoing economic downturn poses challenges 
we cannot ignore. We must continue to pursue other 

funding opportunities with corporate partners and 
donors to ensure we have funding for our work to deliver 
sustainable development results. these new investments 
in CARE Canada will have a vital impact on our work 
defending dignity and fighting global poverty.

With that said, CARE Canada’s financial grounding is 
strong. For the fifth year in a row, our revenues have 
exceeded expenses. Much of this financial stability is 
thanks to our board of directors’ guidance and vision.

We recently welcomed two new board members, Hilary 
M. pearson and doug Horswill, and look forward to 
harnessing their unique skills and valuable input. We 
also wish to thank l. denis desautels, laura A. Edwards, 
Richard Mahoney and the Honourable paule Gauthier who 
have left the board in the past year. 

Moving forward, our confidence is buoyed by the 
shared commitment of our board and staff to CARE’s 
mission, vision and goals. together, we are constantly 
improving our work to be more impactful. our approach 
to partnerships continues to make us stronger. We are 
learning and sharing what we know with others, inside 
CARE and beyond. our financial health and independence 
has never been stronger. 

looking back, we are reminded of the effort that went 
into making this year a success for CARE Canada. to our 
staff, board members and volunteers, thank you so much 
for all your hard work and support. Further, we wish to 
extend our immense gratitude to CIdA, our partners, 
sponsors and every single donor. 

We remain humbled by your generosity and commitment to 
CARE’s vision. You teach us to be proud of what we have 
accomplished and to look forward to a positive future.

Sincerely,

 

louise Fréchette 
Board Chair
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CARE works to improve basic health and education, 
enhance rural livelihoods and food security, increase 
access to clean water and sanitation, expand 
economic opportunity, help vulnerable people adapt 
to climate change, and provide life-saving assistance 
during emergencies. our five-year strategic plan 
highlights five actions at the heart of our work.  
Visit care.ca/strategy to learn more.

Action 1: We’ll raise more money and make 
more investments in women and girls 
the generosity of our donors fuels our work. We must 
expand our pool of investors and donations to achieve 
greater financial independence.

Action 2: We’ll be stronger leaders 
CARE Canada is committed to being a stronger leader 
in the CARE International federation, helping CARE 
successfully fulfill our united mission worldwide.

 
Action 3: We’ll forge powerful partnerships 
Working with trusted partners allows us to fill critical 
gaps in development programs, learn new approaches 
and reach higher standards of performance. 

Action 4: We’ll deepen and share our 
knowledge 
We are committed to constantly learning from and 
sharing with our partners and peers, our staff, and the 
millions of people we work with every day in the fight 
against poverty.

Action 5: We’ll show results 
our measurement and evaluation results allow us to 
report back to donors, partners and the Canadian 
public. We aim to be a worldwide leader in showcasing 
our knowledge, achievements and successes.

About Us
Founded in 1945, CARE is Canada’s global force 
dedicated to defending dignity and fighting poverty 
by empowering the world’s greatest agent for change: 
women and girls. 

Finances at a Glance 
the pie charts below provide a snapshot of CARE’s finances.  
For more in-depth financial information, please see the Financials section on page 29.
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ABout uS

WHERE OUR MONEY COMES FROM

public donations - 6%

Canadian Funded - 20%

Global Institutional - 74%

HOW OUR PROGRAM DOLLARS WERE SPENT
60% - Humanitarian & Emergency Assistance

16% - Health & HIV
9% - Multisectoral programs

7% - Environment & natural Resource Management
8% - Enterprise development



Countries Where  
CARE Canada Works 
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1. Afghanistan

2. Bolivia

3. Chad

4. Cuba

5. Djibouti

6. Ethiopia

7. Ghana

8. Haiti

9. Honduras

10. India

11. Indonesia

12. Kenya

13. Lesotho

14. Madagascar

15. Malawi

16. Mali

17. Mozambique

18. Nepal

19. Nicaragua

20. Nigeria

21. Pakistan

22. Peru

23. Rwanda

24. Somalia

25. Sri Lanka

26. Sudan

27. South Sudan

28. Tanzania

29. West Bank/Gaza

30. Zambia

31. Zimbabwe

CARE Canada is a member of CARE International, a global force dedicated to defending dignity and fighting poverty  
in 84 countries and reaching 122 million people around the world.
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politics, economics, cultures and environments are always 
changing. When it was founded more than 65 years ago, 
CARE was helping struggling communities in Western 
Europe. today, CARE operates in more than 80 countries 
(some of which did not even officially exist in 1945).

Guided by our five-year strategic plan, the staff and 
volunteers of CARE Canada have worked hard to ensure 
knowledge gained from more than six decades of 
experience is successfully engaged. 

Learning enables us to 
deepen the impact of our 
work, streamline the way 
we deliver services, and 
uncover and implement 
promising new advances 
and solutions to empower 
women and girls.
 
At CARE, we understand the greatest strength we have 
as an organization is the team of people that work daily, 
in various roles, to fight global poverty. developing our 
staff and creating ways for them to share and use their 
knowledge in innovative ways, has become the guiding 
objective of our plan to become a learning organization.

this year, CARE Canada launched Kujifunza, our 
new internal learning website. Staff can now access 
hundreds of courses from around the globe on topics 
such as communication, leadership, safety and security, 
languages, and management. 

Furthermore, staff also participated in the CARE Canada 
Mentoring program. this allowed participants to develop 
a greater shared understanding of how CARE operates. 
Mentors and mentees, from across our diverse pool of 
experts, fostered stronger cross-functional relationships 
and understanding.

For CARE to continue to grow our reach, to continue to 
effectively work alongside the world’s most vulnerable 
communities, we must be forever asking why, how and 
why not. this is essential for staff at every level of the 
decision-making process and in our relationships with 
partners across the CARE federation.

that is why the theme of learning and knowledge could 
not be more appropriate as we look back on the lessons 
from this past year and look forward to how we can use 
this knowledge in the future.

Our Work

Growing With Knowledge
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Highlights From 2011/12

CARE Opened a New Office in Djibouti 
like its neighbouring countries in East Africa, djibouti 
faced a crisis due to the chronic lack of water and 
continued presence of Somali refugees, coupled with 
new arrivals and virtually no humanitarian organizations 
on the ground. Given CARE’s strength in humanitarian 
response and CARE Canada’s particular expertise in 
supporting refugee and host communities, CARE 
established an office in djibouti to reinforce the quality 
of the overall humanitarian response to this crisis. 

CARE is assisting nearly 20,000 refugees with health, 
nutrition and hygiene support and providing emergency 
water, sanitation and hygiene support to 35,000 people 
in the host communities around the refugee camps.

CARE Canada Welcomed New Board Chair 
In december 2011, CARE Canada announced that louise 
Fréchette, the former deputy secretary general of the un, 
would serve as the new chair of the board of directors. 
Ms. Fréchette, who has been on the CARE Canada board 
since 2007, brings extensive experience and knowledge 
of international development and relations. She is a 
distinguished Fellow at the Centre for International 
Governance Innovation in Waterloo, ontario and is 
a member of the Global leadership Foundation and 
the Advisory Board to the Institute for the Study of 
International development, McGill university.  
Ms. Fréchette is also an officer of the order of Canada.

Responding to Drought in East Africa 
during the summer of 2011, Canadians responded to our 
call for support during a food crisis and drought affecting 
12 million people in East Africa. 

thanks to this support, CARE provided 2.8 million 
drought-affected people in Ethiopia, djibouti, Kenya and 
Somalia with:

•	Food, water and essential household and hygiene 
supplies;

•	treatment for acute malnutrition of children under 
five;

•	Expansion and rehabilitation of water sources, 
sanitation facilities and hygiene education;

•	Support and counselling for survivors of trauma, 
sexual and gender-based violence;

•	Support to herding communities to maintain the 
health of their livestock; and 

•	Agricultural support such as seeds to allow farmers 
to replant.  

one year after famine was declared in parts of Somalia, 
CARE also responded to a major drought throughout the 
Sahel region of West Africa, highlighting the importance 
of long-term solutions to help families survive recurrent 
droughts. lessons learned from East Africa dramatically 
assisted us in developing a successful response in the Sahel.
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Sharing Our Impact
CARE has many examples of how our work empowers 
women, men and their families in the developing world 
to lift themselves and their communities out of poverty. 
Here are but a few:

CARE village savings and loan associations 
(VSlAs) continue to make a difference in helping women 
and men earn and save money. 

•	In lesotho, nearly 14,000 people (80 per cent 
women) joined a VSlA and saved more than $1.2 
million in three years.

•	 In Rwanda, more than 144,000 people (78 per cent 
women) joined and saved over $2.2 million in three years.

Education is vital to ensuring a bright future for 
children. In Zambia, more than 5,100 girls, boys and 
teachers are benefiting from a better and safer learning 
environment, thanks to the construction of four new 
school block classrooms as part of a CARE initiative. 

Gender equality is a top priority for CARE Canada. 
Recently, we evaluated 18 projects from around the 
world and the results show great improvements in gender 
equality, in terms of women’s mobility, empowerment 
and participation in their communities.

•	14 projects showed an increase in women’s mobility 
outside the home and access to public spaces.

•	12 projects showed a decrease in gaps between 
women’s and men’s participation in community 
groups such as VSlAs, water user management 
boards and business associations.

•	12 projects showed an increase in women’s access 

to key services, such as health care and banking.
•	10 projects showed a decrease in gender gaps in 

access to and control over production assets, such 
as farm equipment or business technology.

A rural economic development project that 
empowers farmers in peru showed great results. the 
ultimate goal was an increased and sustainable income 
for participants.

•	In the region of Ancash, encouraging farmers 
to use white corn seed instead of common seed 
helped them double their income.

•	 In Cajamarca, female coffee growers switched from 
selling green coffee beans to ground roasted beans and 
increased their profitability by over 300 per cent.

•	Also in Cajamarca, female cocoa producers were 
supported to improve their pricing, productivity 
and capacity, certify their beans and modernize 
their harvest and post-harvest processes. they 
increased their income by 148 per cent.

•	A program that helped farmers raise larger and 
more profitable cattle helped them increase their 
income by 117 per cent.

Malaria, diarrhea and pneumonia are the 
greatest causes of death among young children in the 
developing world. In rural areas of Zambia, CARE is 
implementing a successful maternal, newborn and child 
health program aimed at preventing these illnesses and 
improving the health of young children. In the regions 
where CARE works in Zambia, rates of malaria fell by 
38 per cent, rates of diarrhea fell by 37 per cent and 
rates of pneumonia fell by 91 per cent. this program 
helped save many children from dying because of these 
preventable illnesses.
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CARE Program in Malawi 
Inspires Girls to Learn
Chipateni Chirwa knows the importance of going to 
school. She’s seen it firsthand.

“I have made a decision to work hard and become a 
nurse and nothing is going to stop me,” she says.

the grade 8 student from Makwiniro School in Malawi 
had recently returned from an inspiring visit to a 
secondary school and nursing college. She was one of 
more than 100 students who joined inspirational tours 
as part of CARE Canada’s partnership for Addressing 
Gender in Education (pAGE) project activities in the 
Kasungu district of Malawi. Funded by the Canadian 
International development Agency (CIdA), this project 
was implemented from 2007 to 2012.

Malawi has one of the highest adult illiteracy rates in 
Africa. despite an increase in school enrollment, only 
25 per cent of students that enroll in the first grade 
actually complete all eight years of primary school. 

the main issue pAGE sought to address is quite simple: 
too many girls were dropping out because they were 
under the threat of gender-based violence (GBV) at 

school or in their communities. At the same time, many 
students (especially girls) would be asked to leave 
school to work at home or in the fields to make money 
for their families.

 
If girls are afraid to go to 
school or encouraged to 
stay home to do chores, 
then the opportunity 
to empower a future 
generation with knowledge 
and education is limited. 
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“I have made a decision to 
work hard and become a 
nurse and nothing is going 
to stop me.”
As such, the goal of pAGE was to ensure children, 
particularly girls, have equal access to a safe 
education. to undertake this, the project focused 
on both preventing and responding to gender-
based violence in 100 primary schools and their 
communities. 

the project evaluation results were truly 
uplifting. In the sample of schools studied, the 
pAGE project contributed to a nearly 50 per cent 
school dropout rate reduction for both girls and 
boys. 

using project-initiated reporting mechanisms – 
such as teachers, community groups and secret 
boxes – students were better able to recognize 
and report gender-based violence to authorities. 
on average, 90 per cent were able to recognize 
and report these cases at school and more than 
80 per cent could report GBV at home and in 
their community.

In other words, more students were not only 
aware of gender-based violence, but knew 
what to do to prevent it or seek justice when 
it occurred. the result: more students going to 
school to receive a life-changing education.

Hawa Milanzi, a grade 7 student at Kaphirintiwa 
primary school, also participated in an 
inspirational tour to a nearby college. She was 
clearly motivated.

“My life is no longer the same,” she says. “I will 
continue working hard in school and complete 
my education so that I can go to the college of 
medicine and become a doctor.”

When asked if she shared her experience with 
her friends, she says: “Yes, I have shared my 
experience with a lot of my friends such that they 
are inspired and they say they will work hard in 
school … and go to places like I went.”
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The Value of  
Education for Girls

•	For every year a girl spends in school she 
raises her family income by up to 20 per 
cent. 

•	Educated girls grow into educated women, 
who have healthier babies and are more 
likely to educate their children. 

•	When a girl in the developing world 
receives seven years of education, she 
marries four years later and has 2.2 fewer 
children.

– Chipateni Chirwa, grade 8 student, Malawi
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Gender Equality and  
Women’s Empowerment
decades of international development experience, 
learning what worked, what didn’t and why, have 
improved our efforts and generated greater results. 

this experience has shown that inequality between 
women and men is one of the primary causes of poverty. 
the more gender-equal a household or community, the 
more likely it is able to stand on its own. 

this is why gender equality and women’s empowerment 
are among CARE Canada’s top priorities. our approach is 
three-dimensional:

•	We’re helping women and girls increase their 
knowledge, improve their skills and boost their 
confidence.

•	We’re influencing the environments and structures 
that shape the choices women and girls make.

•	We’re fostering greater equality in the relationships 
that women, men, girls and boys have with one 
another. 

 
CARE ensures women’s 
empowerment and gender 
equality goals are a key 
component of all projects. 
 
this includes the areas of mother, newborn and child 
health, food security and nutrition, emergency response, 
and economic development. 

We’re proud to say the Canadian government is helping 
lead the way in gender equality. For example, CARE 
Canada’s project, Improved Health and Nutrition 
for Vulnerable Women and Children in Ethiopia and 
Zimbabwe, funded through the Canadian International 
development Agency’s (CIdA) Muskoka Initiative, 
includes both women’s empowerment and gender 
equality objectives. 

It uses a comprehensive set of indicators to track 
whether increasing women’s authority and decision-
making capacity regarding breastfeeding and nutrition 
leads to healthier girls and boys. 

the project also compares women’s and men’s knowledge 
on prenatal care and disease prevention to determine 
whether improving the balance of knowledge and power 
between women and men causes a decrease in illness 
among children.

CARE Canada, with the support of partners such as CIdA, 
will continue to work toward women’s empowerment and 
gender equality. Knowledge sharing and learning play a 
vital role in this process. 

What About Men and Boys?

Gender inequality can hurt men and boys as much as 
women and girls. For example, men living in areas with 
high unemployment face tremendous pressure to live up 
to social expectations that they will be their household’s 
breadwinner. this is why CARE’s programming focuses on 
changing social rules and expectations that affect men 
and boys as well as women and girls. 

our programs are designed to provide new sets of skills 
and examples of behaviour to both sexes. For example, 
CARE works with fathers in Ethiopia and Zimbabwe, 
training them to feed their children nutritious food and 
recognize signs of common childhood illnesses. this will 
help fathers become more involved in child care, easing 
women’s work burden at home. In CARE Canada’s own 
backyard, men are key members of the organization’s 
gender committee, keeping gender equality on 
everyone’s radar.

A country, community or family cannot drive forward if 
half its tires are left flat. this goes way beyond gender; 
it’s a matter of human rights. 

By working with both genders, CARE seeks to promote 
equal realization of dignity and human rights for women, 
men, girls and boys and the elimination of poverty and 
injustice.
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CARE uses comprehensive, community-based approaches 
that integrate maternal, newborn and children’s health 
with sexual and reproductive health and family planning, 
nutrition, micro-finance, education and HIV/AIdS 
information.

CARE aims to improve the health of mothers and their 
children in a number of ways:

The Muskoka Initiative 
In 2010, the Government of Canada committed $1.1 
billion in new CIdA funding for MnCH programs between 
2010 and 2015 as part of the Muskoka Initiative. of 
this amount, CARE received $22.4 million in funding 
for three maternal health projects. these projects focus 

on nutrition and reproductive health for women and 
children in Ethiopia, Malawi, tanzania and Zimbabwe. 
this is in addition to a maternal health program in 
Zambia that runs until 2013. 

Research Projects 
CARE Canada is part of a knowledge mobilization network 
conducting a series of research projects examining how 
policies aimed at reducing poverty, income and gender 
inequality impact the spread of disease among women 
and children worldwide. this project, which includes 
research, the analysis of findings and the integration of 
results into programs, will span five years.

CARE Canada has more than 65 years of experience in maternal, newborn and child health 
(MNCH), empowering women, families and communities with resources and information while 
strengthening policies to ensure safe pregnancy and birth. 

Maternal, Newborn  
and Child Health
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this includes providing access to water and sanitation, 
emergency shelter, logistics, protection, support 
for refugees and displaced persons, and disaster 
preparedness. Building on CARE International’s (CI) 
humanitarian and emergency response strategy, CARE 
Canada works to advance the following priorities: 

A strong, deployable team: CARE Canada’s 10-person 
emergency team is one of the few deployable units within a 
Canadian international organization. Seven team members 
with a diverse set of expertise spend 60 to 70 per cent 
of their time responding to or preparing for emergencies 
around the world. In 2011/12, they were deployed to Chad, 
djibouti, Indonesia, Jordan, Kenya, liberia, Mali, niger 
and South Sudan. CARE Canada is playing a leadership role 
within CI by co-leading on logistics with CARE uSA. our 
emergency team also recently welcomed a specialist in 

gender equality during emergencies, helping to ensure that 
women, men, girls and boys are supported equally based on 
their unique needs.

Partnerships allow CARE to learn from its peers and 
share expertise to build local emergency preparedness 
and response capacity. Members of our emergency team 
are part of the policy and Advocacy Group for Emergency 
Relief (pAGER), comprised of humanitarian specialists 
from both government and nGos who meet to share best 
practices.

Learning and facing challenges: A recent peer review of 
CARE International’s humanitarian system indicated that 
CARE must increase its ability to prepare for and respond 
to humanitarian crises. CARE is now exploring strategies 
to provide faster responses and greater preparedness.

In the face of disaster or conflict, CARE Canada works to meet the urgent, life-saving needs of 
women, men, girls and boys, integrating long-term considerations when possible. 

Emergencies and  
Humanitarian Response



Agriculture and Food Security

CARE supports community resilience to food and 
nutrition-related shocks (such as floods, droughts 
and infestations) by promoting improved agricultural 
production and productivity through better land-use 
practices such as reduced tillage, crop diversification, 
seed selection and appropriate pest and disease control. 
CARE also ensures beneficiaries have access to financial 
resources and markets so they can sell their excess crops 
and earn income to support their other needs. Finally, 
our approach focuses on training families to consume 
diversified diets and apply nutrient-retaining food 
processing and storage techniques. 

We recognize the important role of women in building 
healthy families, communities and nations. our strategy 
empowers women to take full control of leadership, 
agriculture technologies and resources required for food 
security. As such, CARE targets policymakers, cultural 
leaders and women empowerment champions as key 
enablers for achieving lasting change.

Ghana: thanks to the support of CIdA and generous 

Canadians, from 2007 to 2012, CARE worked with 4,089 

women and 5,990 men in northern Ghana to protect 

productive arable land, rangelands and the environment by 

introducing improved land-use technologies that helped 

curtail the impact of erosion due to climate change. 

Zimbabwe: From 2007 to 2012, CARE’s AGEnt III project 

directly benefited 2,567 women and 2,105 men with 

improved and timely access to a diversified range of 

agricultural production inputs through their local agro-

dealer stores. project participants were able to produce 

enough to feed their families, as well as a surplus that 

they sold through organized and reliable marketing 

channels that the project developed. this project reached 

more than 41,430 women and 33,897 men indirectly.
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CARE’s food security approach is designed so that our beneficiaries, particularly women and 
children, have access to adequate and nutritious food supplies in order to live a healthy lifestyle. 
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Economic Development

this means working to expand economic opportunities 
for the most vulnerable, especially women, through 
partnerships with small, medium and large enterprises 
that encourage sustainable development while also 
building the capacity of women themselves.

Enabling Sustainable Growth of Micro- and Small 
Enterprises is the title of CARE Canada’s enterprise and 
economic development strategy for the next five years. 

A clear principle guides this plan; micro- and small 
enterprises are enabled to take part in competitive 
market systems and value chains using an approach 
that encourages gender equality. the result is twofold: 
stimulated economic development and job creation with 
a sustainable poverty reduction. 

Lesotho: over the past three years, with support from 

the lundin Foundation, CARE has established more than 

900 savings and loans groups across three districts 

in lesotho, serving a total of 13,800 people. Moving 

forward, we are working with some of these groups 

on an egg and poultry meat production and marketing 

enterprise. 

Pakistan: We are conducting a $15.2-million Community 

Infrastructure Improvement Program in pakistan to reach 

women in targeted rural areas to become economically 

and socially empowered. this project will not only create 

jobs for approximately 3,750 women, it will benefit 

more than 500,000 people with maintained roadways, 

improved communication and transportation, and better 

access to health services, education and markets.

CARE’s innovative economic development approach is designed to help people lift 
themselves out of poverty. 
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Learning  
and Research

Learning Partnerships 
At CARE, we firmly believe in the power of collaboration 
as the best way to effectively reach the greatest number 
of people possible. our members are involved in a 
number of organizations and coalitions that facilitate 
knowledge sharing across various channels. Formal 
and informal partnerships across the humanitarian and 
development community allow us all to reach a higher 
level of learning and, ultimately, a higher level of service 
to those who need it most.

Maternal, Newborn and Child Health (MNCH) 
In an effort to better learn and maximize our impact, 
CARE is increasingly participating in pan-Canadian 
alliances and networks such as the CAn-MnCH network 
and the Muskoka Knowledge Management Coalition. 
We are working in partnership with other Canadian 
stakeholders (such as nGos, academic and research 
institutions, and the federal government) actively 
engaged in MnCH programming worldwide to identify best 
practices, share lessons learned and inform future work. 

We are also supporting a multi-stakeholder research 
effort to examine if policies aimed at reducing poverty, 
income and gender inequality could negatively impact 
the health of communities. CARE collaborates with local 
governments, organizations and institutions in the 
countries where we work to ensure we are aligned with 
their national poverty alleviation and health strategies 
and that our contributions are sustainable. 

 
 
 

Coady International Institute,  
St. Francis Xavier University  
drawing on their economic development experience and 
focus on community-based collectives, CARE Canada is 
partnering with the Coady Institute on training, research 
and evaluation initiatives. during this past year, the Coady 
Institute and CARE, together with two other key partners, 
have carried out research to assess the impact of some of 
our enterprise and economic development programming, 
specifically savings and loans groups in Kenya.

The Importance of  
Monitoring and Evaluation 
A critical process that allows CARE to learn and share 
knowledge is our emphasis on monitoring and evaluation. 

CARE is concluding a CIdA-funded, five-year, 17-country 
livelihoods program focused on strengthening access to 
higher-quality services and resources, improving local 
governance, and ensuring that women and girls, along with 
men and boys, can fully participate in the development 
decisions that affect their lives. this program includes a 
strong monitoring and evaluation process that balances 
the need for accountability to our stakholders with the 
importance of learning. While accountability is vital to 
determining our efforts are working, learning is crucial to 
improving our work in future projects.

CARE’s monitoring and evaluation process includes 
planning and choosing what to track, collecting and 
interpreting data, sharing the results, and adapting 
our strategies as we learn. lessons learned from our 
evaluations are invaluable to the future successes of our 
programs and projects worldwide.



Thank You
Our Staff

tHAnK You
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Whether they are working at headquarters in ottawa, 
responding to an emergency in Asia or implementing a 
life-saving health program in rural Africa, CARE Canada 
employees and volunteers share one common goal – to 
defend dignity and fight poverty.

CARE Canada has more than 4,000 staff and volunteers 
worldwide. In our offices in ottawa and Montreal, 
CARE Canada employs 92 passionate women and men 
from diverse backgrounds in the areas of international 
development, humanitarian response, communications, 
finance, fundraising, It, administration and human 
resources. over the course of 2011/12, CARE also 
engaged 14 volunteers who supported our international 
programs and fundraising/communications teams or were 
part of a special partnership with Export development 
Canada (EdC) where four EdC staff members worked for 
CARE Canada, both in our headquarters and overseas. 

CARE Canada also has 35 women and men working in 
CARE offices around the world as CARE International 
staff. In 2011/12, CARE Canada staff and volunteers 
worked in more than 30 countries.

CARE is committed to ensuring the bulk of its employees 
overseas are from the countries where they work. In 

CARE offices in Chad, Cuba, djibouti, Indonesia, Kenya, 
Zambia and Zimbabwe, CARE Canada employs 1,118 
national staff committed to making a difference in 
their own communities. CARE also contracts and works 
alongside 2,929 refugee incentive workers within refugee 
camps to assist with the implementation of programs 
and offer support for residents of those camps.

What is a Refugee Incentive Worker? 
CARE contracts refugee incentive workers to perform 
work in refugee camps in Chad, djibouti and Kenya. 
these refugees live in the camps and, as incentive 
workers, are given an opportunity to earn money to 
support their families, learn new skills and help their 
community. For example, in dadaab, Kenya, refugees are 
not legally entitled to work in the country. Instead, they 
receive a standard stipend, rather than a salary or wage.

Refugee incentive workers know their community better 
than anyone else. they speak the local languages and 
understand the culture, as well as their people’s needs 
and challenges. In the summer of 2011, refugee incentive 
workers in dadaab became vital to helping ensure women, 
men and children in the camps continued to receive life-
saving support, such as clean water and food. 



Staff Profile:  
Merilyn Kawadza  

For Merilyn Kawadza, it is the women she helps 
empower that keep her inspired every day. For CARE 
Canada, it is her passion, dedication and commitment 
that serves as an inspiration.

Merilyn is a water, sanitation and hygiene manager in 
Zimbabwe and has worked for CARE for eight years. 

“Every day, I get to see women growing and developing 
in great directions,” says Merilyn. “In Zimbabwe, 75 
to 80 per cent of rural communities are made up of 
women and they’ve been left with the burden of doing 
everything themselves. Historically, they’ve had no 
access to wealth or land, this was the realm of men. 

“In my job, I get to advocate for these women. While 
their husbands have moved to the city, we have been 
able to help them develop ways to access wealth and 
resources. then I get to see what great things they can 
achieve when they have resources. So, of course, this 
is the most satisfying part of my job.”

one project Merilyn currently works on is a community 
garden initiative that has reached 58,000 families. A 
woman participating in this project might earn enough 
each month to send her children to school, access 
medicine when needed, be able to get clean water and 
participate in community decisions. 

“CARE has given me the opportunity to do meaningful 
work with the women of my country,” says Merilyn. 
“Every day in the field working with these women, I 
am able to tell them that women can be the decision 
makers and women can be leaders. It is possible.’” 

Staff Profile:  
Jessie Thomson
 
 
Jessie thomson is CARE Canada’s emergency response 
program manager. She joined CARE in 2011, but was 
introduced to humanitarian work in 2001 when she 
helped refugees integrate into their new lives in Canada. 

“I developed a wonderful friendship with a newly-
arrived Afghan refugee in toronto,” recalls Jessie. 
“that friendship inspired me to start working in the 
international humanitarian field.”

Jessie spends as much as 60 per cent of her time 
abroad responding to emergencies or preparing for 
them. over the course of her career, she has travelled to 
Afghanistan, Burundi, Chad, Colombia, djibouti, Haiti, 
Kenya, Mali, pakistan and tanzania.

“I’m from Kincardine, ontario and am deeply attached to 
where I come from,” says Jessie. “It matters a lot to me 
that I can return home each year, spend time with my 
family and reconnect with the land where three generations 
of my family have lived. In that way, I feel very strongly 
about the importance of people’s ability to continue their 
lives in safety after disaster or conflict strikes. 

“In my experience, I have learned that disaster and 
conflict threaten the very dignity of human beings. 
Responding to people’s needs during a crisis, helping 
them get back on their feet and start over on their own 
terms, is what motivates me to do my work every day.”

tHAnK You
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 Our Supporters
Our work to defend dignity and fight poverty is powered 
by the generosity of our donors. 
Whether donations are received from individual Canadians, corporations or partners such as united nations agencies or 
the Canadian International development Agency (CIdA), we could not do the work we do without their support. 

Pat and Meredith Cashion  
 

“It is important to plant 
trees under which we will 
never sit.”
It is a simple giving philosophy that pat and Meredith 
Cashion of Calgary believe in. the Cashions have been proud 
supporters of CARE Canada for 20 years and continue to 
show their commitment to CARE and our work.

last year, the Cashions were presented with an 
opportunity to leverage CIdA funds in support of a 
maternal, newborn and child health project in Zambia. 
they generously decided to donate $10,000 per year for 
two years, which will support mothers and their children 
in this country. 

We thank the Cashions and the many generous Canadians 
that support our efforts to defend dignity and fight 
poverty around the world.

Walk In Her Shoes 
CARE Canada’s Walk In Her Shoes 2012 campaign was a 
wonderful success. Almost 5,000 enthusiastic supporters 
from across Canada each walked 8,000 steps for eight 
days, raising funds to empower women and girls 
worldwide.

thank you to all Walk In Her Shoes supporters. Whether 
you participated as an individual, team, school or 
corporation; your tweets, local events, features in 
community newspapers and overall passion for fighting 
global poverty helped raise more than $150,000. 

Some highlights include:

•	thanks to Intrepid travel, participants who raised 
$750 or more were entered into a draw to win an 
exotic trip for two.

•	Metro news held a Walk In Her Shoes-themed 
contest for its readers with a prize valued at 
$2,000.

•	In February 2012, Empire theatres featured a 
Walk In Her Shoes public service announcement 
promoting the campaign to more than 1.1 million 
Canadians.
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Supporting CARE With Yoga 
In 2011, yogini Megan Campbell hosted a yogathon 
that brought together 60 women in the ottawa area and 
generated more than $9,000 in support of CARE. Building 
on the success of this event, in May 2012, Megan’s 
second annual yogathon raised more than $18,000 with 
over 100 yoga enthusiasts participating. 

Megan is a prime example of how passion can lead to 
support, which ultimately creates a lasting change in 
the lives of women, girls and their families in developing 
countries.

“CARE was a natural fit for me. I use yoga to empower 
women in our local community,” says Megan. “I truly 
believe that aligning these two worlds – empowering 
women in local communities to empower women 
worldwide – is such a powerful and important message. 
I’m so grateful for the opportunity to support a great 
cause.”

Ambassadors of Change 
In 2011/12, CARE Canada welcomed three new 
Ambassadors of Change: olympic hockey gold medalist 
Cassie Campbell-pascall, award-winning reporter and 
television personality Kim d’Eon and Juno-winning 
singer-songwriter Sarah Slean. these influential 
Canadians share in CARE’s commitment to fight global 
poverty by empowering women and girls. they join our 
two existing Ambassadors of Change, Jully Black and 
tanya Kim.

I Am Powerful Councils  
I Am powerful Councils are a new CARE Canada initiative 
to build a Canada-wide volunteer network made up of 
influential individuals. the mission of each council is to 
increase awareness of CARE’s brand and raise funds in 
support of CARE’s efforts to fight poverty. So far, CARE 
Canada has launched I Am powerful Councils in Montreal, 
Vancouver and ottawa. over the past year, these councils 
raised more than $65,000. the I Am powerful Council in 
Montreal earned an extra $150,000 in media placement 
during their Week of power campaign in March 2012. 

this movement started in Montreal and now councils 
are forming in cities across the country. In 2013, new 
councils are expected to be launched in toronto, Calgary 
and Moncton.
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Our donors are essential to everything we do at CARE 
Canada. Your support inspires our efforts and pushes us to 
continue our work defending dignity and fighting poverty.
 
Although we do not have space to individually recognize every donor, the following are some of the supporters that made a 
significant contribution of more than $2,500 to CARE Canada in the past year.

Our Donors

Individuals
Ian Affleck

Shawn Barnes

Christiane Baur

Hans Benary

Julianne Berger

Martha G. Billes

Michel Boudreau

patricia Bougie

James Bourgeois

John Braive

John Brennan

Gordon Bub

patrick Callaghan

Margaret Casey

pat & Meredith Cashion

Herbert Clark

piers Cumberlege

Bruce day

donald dodds

Emma donoghue

Gary & Cornelia duck

paul Ecclestone

Sherif Elkholy

Zakaria El-Ramly

Stephen Ferracuti

Hugh Fletcher

nicole  Forget

John W. Foxall

Gordon Frost

Joe Gallo

david Glennie

John & Judith Grant

Margaret l. Hamilton

Myra Hourihan

Eric Hunter

Kathryn Kennedy

Mary Kennedy

peter Kennedy

Helen Keown

Hans Kirschbaum

leslie Kovac

nicolette Kovesi

Silvia Kwong

douglas lamon

Elisabeth le

Abe leventhal

Juanita Macdonald

patricia Mackay

Susan Maclaurin

Beverley Martin

St. Clair McCabe

Joe Mctaggart

Ann Mully

Mary V. newbury

Ayyan niaz

theodore norvell

Corey o’Haggity

dennis passerini

Martha C. piper

W. pittendreigh

Isabel porter

Harley potter

Alexander preiss

lakshmi puttagunta

Makhan Rai

Edward & Elizabeth 
Richardson

Gerard Rocchi

Roy Rushworth

dan Scott

naju Shroff

donald Smith

Roger W. Smith

patrick Soares

nicholas Spears

James Sutherland

Kashif taqiuddin

Elizabeth taylor

Sam tiller

Eleanor tombs

Monty tuck

Margaret ulland

Joe Van de laar

Gord Warrenchuk

Edward Charles Williams

Fay Wood

A. Woodside

Shao ta Yang

Corporations
Amalgamated transit union             
local 115

Anatolia tile & Stone Inc.

Au-Zone technologies Inc.

Avaya Canada

Can-International 
networking Initiative Corp.

Cisco Systems, Inc. 

Computershare ltd.

Concertmasters Inc.

Conte Financial Services Inc.

david Hellman Md Inc.

desjardins - Gestion 
immobilière

dr. Vu ngoc Inc.

duca Financial Services 
Credit union ltd.

Export development Canada

Empire theatres

Financière Manuvie

Google Matching Gifts 
program

Groupe technologies 
desjardins

Hewlett-packard (Canada) Co.

Hitachi

GMCR Canada Holding Inc.

IBM Canada ltd.

Intrepid travel
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Juniper networks

Karavaniers du Monde

Kentz Mauritius ltd.

Korea Resources Corporation

MBnA Canada

McAfee Canada, Inc.

Microsoft Canada Co.

Mouvement desjardins

opentext Corporation

option Fortune

Robert R. Regular law office

Scottsville Holdings Inc.

SeCe Apparel 

Shaw Communications Inc

Sherritt International Corporation

Société des casinos du Québec

Sriracha Construction public Co. ltd.

Stroh Health Care Consulting Corp.

Sumitomo Corporation

tEluS Communications Co.

Searchtempest online Inc.

thunderhouse

tim Hortons Elmsdale, n.S.

touché! pHd

ZIp Communication

Foundations
Fregin Family Foundation

Stephen Ross & Mary o’Riordan Family 
Foundation

Benefaction Foundation

Calgary Foundation

CAnHelps Anonymous

Cut Foundation

EnCana Cares  

Fondation Céline & Jacques lamarre

Fondation Edward Assh

Fondation Familiale trottier / the 
trottier Family Foundation

Frank Flaman Family Foundation

John Brouwer Foundation

Kavelman-Fonn Foundation

la fondation Samson Belair/deloitte et 
touche Canada

lundin Foundation

Macquarie Group Foundation

Mclean Smits Family Foundation

McMillan Family Foundation

oasis Foundation

orville & Alvera Woolacott Foundation

our lady of the prairies Foundation

pirie Foundation

private Giving Foundation

Robert Kerr Foundation

Rotary Club of toronto Charitable 
Foundation

South Saskatchewan Community 
Foundation Inc.

Strategic Charitable Giving Foundation

Victoria Foundation

Walmley Foundation

Webkinz Foundation

Groups
Au Sommet pour l’Afrique / Climb for 
Africa

Canadian Culinary Federation - ottawa 
Branch

Canadian Federation of university 
Women

Cercle des Handicapés Visuels Ville 
Marie

Columbia College

Comité J’ai le pouvoir - Montréal

Conseil Consultatif

Elmwood School

I am powerful ottawa

I am powerful Vancouver

polish Canadian Humanitarian Society

Rotary Club of Calgary

Rotary Club of toronto

Ski4CARE

Sommerfeld Mennonite Church

united Way of Calgary and Area

united Way of Greater toronto

united Way ottawa

united Way of Saskatoon and Area

 
 

Estates
Estate of Alfred John Steffen

Estate of Alfred Knowles

Estate of Alice E. MacInnes

Estate of Betty lou Cowper

Estate of Charlotte Jessie prowse

Estate of Christina tate

Estate of dorothy Frances Walker

Estate of dorothy Geraldine McElroy

Estate of douglas G. townsend

Estate of Édouard Spiegle

Estate of Frederick Vicary

Estate of Glen Heatherington

Estate of Grace Hall

Estate of Helen Emery

Estate of Hilda Jane Harris

Estate of Hildegard Kurtz

Estate of Ingeborg Kramer

Estate of Irene Rozvaliaeff

Estate of Kathleen Johnstone

Estate of lloyd Stanley Morrow

Estate of Margaret Grace thayer

Estate of Mary K. lawlor

Estate of Mary l. Shortt

Estate of Monique Huot

Estate of Myrtle Elizabeth Smith

Estate of peter Visser

Estate of Rita Schmitz

Estate of Ronald Eugene Snow

Estate of Ruth digman Hebb

Estate of Vera Elizabeth Barron

Sophie lewar trust

Stephan lewar trust

Media
Astral Média
le Journal de Montréal
Metro Canada
Shaw Media
Sparks productions

We would also like to thank the 
media outlets across Canada that 
generously aired our TV public service 
announcements and published our 
print PSAs. 
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Governance

CARE Canada’s board of directors is comprised of 18 
prominent Canadian leaders who are responsible for the 
financial and strategic oversight of the organization as 
well as its mission and mandate. 

Board of Directors
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Members of the Board of Directors

louise Fréchette, Board Chair and also Chair of the CARE International Ad Hoc Committee

paul drager, Vice-Chair

Clarence Cheng, director

piers Cumberlege, Chair, Enterprise partners Committee

denis durand, Chair, Finance, Audit and Risk Management Committee

lorne Hepworth, director

doug Horswill, director

Aldéa landry, Chair, Governance, nominations and Human Resources Committee

Hon. John p. Manley, director

tony Miller, Co-Chair, Fundraising and Communications Committee 

Shahid Minto, Chair, International operations Committee

Hilary M. pearson, director

Martha C. piper, Co-Chair, Fundraising and Communications Committee 

Susan Smith, director

Janice Gross Stein, Co-Chair, International programs Committee

Ken Sunquist, Co-Chair, International programs Committee

Helen Wesley, director

Janet Yale, director
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Aligning with the key functions and priorities of the organization, the board maintains eight committees. the board 
interacts with and guides the organization through these committees.

the Governance, nominations and Human Resources Committee carefully reviews nominations for new board directors. In 
addition, a membership group that includes both current and former board directors elects the chair of the board. 

Board directors serve for a maximum of 12 years, while the chair serves for three years with a possible renewal of two 
additional years. the full board of directors meets three times a year and once in Executive Committee, which includes the 
chairs of each committee. 
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CARE works in the world’s poorest communities. Risk 

is an inherent reality of operating in demanding 

environments while focusing on responding to the needs 

of the most vulnerable. 

Management has integrated a number of processes and 

tools throughout the organization to systematically 

process the identification, analysis and mitigation 

strategies to risks. these practices are aimed at 

maximizing the consequences of positive events and 

minimizing the probability of adverse events. 

the Finance, Audit and Risk Management Committee of 

the board of directors has governing responsibility to 

ensure tools, systems and practices are implemented to 

appropriately balance the risks the organization faces.

CARE Canada is a proud member of several organizations 

and coalitions that allow us to share knowledge, build 

on each other’s experiences and work together on similar 

initiatives.

Association québécoise des organismes de 

coopération internationale (AQOCI) includes 65 

Quebec organizations that work abroad and in Quebec 

for sustainable human development.

Canadian Council for International Co-operation 

(CCIC) is a coalition of Canadian voluntary sector 

organizations working globally to achieve sustainable 

human development. 

The Canadian Marketing Association embraces Canada’s 

major business sectors and marketing disciplines, 

channels and technologies, helping shape the future of 

marketing in Canada.

The Humanitarian Coalition brings together Canada’s 

leading aid agencies including CARE Canada, oxfam 

Canada, oxfam-Québec, plan Canada and Save 

the Children Canada to fundraise during times of 

international humanitarian crises. 

Imagine Canada works to support and strengthen 

Canadian charities and non-profit organizations so they 

can better support the Canadians and communities they 

serve.

CARE Canada is a not-for-profit corporation as per the 

Canada Corporations Act. our charity registration number 

is 11883 8333 RR001.

Risk
Management Membership
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to the Board of directors of CARE Canada:

the accompanying summary financial statements, which 
comprise the summary statement of financial position 
as at June 30, 2012 and the summary statements of 
operations and changes in fund balances for the year 
then ended, are derived from the audited financial 
statements of CARE Canada for the year ended June 30, 
2012. We expressed an unmodified audit opinion on 
those financial statements in our report dated october 
22, 2012. those financial statements, and the summary 
financial statements, do not reflect the effects of events 
that occurred subsequent to the date of our report on 
those financial statements.

the summary financial statements do not contain all 
the disclosures required by Canadian generally accepted 
accounting principles applied in the preparation of the 
audited financial statements of CARE Canada. Reading 
the summary financial statements, therefore, is not a 
substitute for reading the audited financial statements 
of CARE Canada.

Management’s Responsibility for the 
Summary Financial Statements 
Management is responsible for the preparation of 
a summary of the audited financial statements in 
accordance with the established criteria stipulating that 
the summary financial statements are derived from the 
complete set of financial statements of CARE Canada 
and that they meet the recognition and measurement 
principals of Canadian generally accepted accounting 
principles.

 
 
Auditor’s Responsibility 
our responsibility is to express an opinion on the 
summary financial statements based on our procedures, 
which were conducted in accordance with Canadian 
Auditing Standard (CAS) 810, Engagements to Report on 
Summary Financial Statements. 

Opinion 
In our opinion, the summary financial statements 
derived from the audited financial statements of CARE 
Canada for the year ended June 30, 2012 are a fair 
summary of those financial statements, in accordance 
with the established criteria stipulating that the 
summary financial statements are derived from the 
complete set of financial statements of CARE Canada 
and that they meet the recognition and measurement 
principals of Canadian generally accepted accounting 
principles.

Chartered Accountants 
licensed public Accountants

october 22, 2012

Financials
Independent Auditor’s Report on 
Summary Financial Statements
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  Venture and  Annual    
  Emergency Fund  Fund  2012  2011

 Cash and cash equivalents $ — $ 31,109,556 $ 31,109,556 $ 22,385,806
 Amounts receivable  —  2,804,782  2,804,782  4,018,522
 Contributions receivable from donors  —  6,426,920  6,426,920  3,166,709
 Prepaid expenses  —  470,177  470,177  510,286 

  —  40,811,435  40,811,435  30,081,323

 Inter-fund balance $ (365,289) $ 365,289 $ — $ —
 Accounts payable and accrued liabilities  —  9,908,182  9,908,182  8,535,051
 Deferred contributions  —  26,560,930  26,560,930  18,315,001
 Current portion of long-term debt  —  192,787  192,787  183,676

  (365,289)  37,027,188  36,661,899  27,033,728

Unrestricted  —  3,006,582  3,006,582  3,617,005
Invested in capital assets  —  2,428,188  2,428,188  1,983,198
Internally restricted  —  1,000,000  1,000,000  —
Externally restricted—  
   Venture and Emergency Fund   710,934  —  710,934  498,140

TOTAL FUND BALANCES  710,934  6,434,770  7,145,704  6,098,343

TOTAL LIABILITIES AND FUND BALANCES $ 345,645 $ 47,298,331 $ 47,643,976 $ 34,976,255

RESTRICTED INVESTMENTS  —  229,794  229,794  229,794
LOANS RECEIVABLE  158,463  —  158,463  550,017
LONG-TERM INVESTMENTS  187,182  29,548  216,730  333,857
CAPITAL ASSETS  —  6,227,554  6,227,554  3,781,264 

TOTAL ASSETS $ 345,645 $ 47,298,331 $ 47,643,976 $ 34,976,255

LONG-TERM DEBT  —  1,218,743  1,218,743  1,411,530
DEFERRED CONTRIBUTIONS  —  229,794  229,794  229,794
DEFERRED CONTRIBUTIONS RELATED     
 TO CAPITAL ASSETS  —  2,387,836  2,387,836  202,860 

TOTAL LIABILITIES $ (365,289) $ 40,863,561 $ 40,498,272 $ 28,877,912 

CURRENT ASSETS

CURRENT LIABILITIES

COMMITMENTS, CONTINGENT LIABILITIES AND GUARANTEES

Summary Statement 
of Financial Position

as at June 30, 2012

Total

ON BEHALF OF THE BOARD

denis durand
Chair, Finance, Audit and 
Risk Management Committee

louise Fréchette
Chair
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  Venture and  Annual    
  Emergency Fund  Fund  2012  2011

Support and revenue
 Donations
  Unrestricted $ — $ 5,909,146 $ 5,909,146 $ 6,171,809
  Restricted  3,693  4,045,665  4,049,358  3,454,515
 Canadian funded  —  27,431,898  27,431,898  28,405,761
 Globally funded  —  68,165,761  68,165,761  48,656,389
 CARE International Members  —  46,627,706  46,627,706  40,625,203
 Interest and investment income  311,568  212,708  524,276  143,506
 Amortization of deferred contributions  
  related to capital assets  —  502,671  502,671  45,080
 Miscellaneous   —  1,814,555  1,814,555  1,175,320
 Foreign exchange gains (losses)   —  382,803  382,803  (343,825)

Total Support and Revenue  315,261  155,092,913  155,408,174  128,333,758

Expenses 
 Program activities (Schedule)
  Humanitarian and Emergency Assistance  —  86,932,015  86,932,015  59,299,479
  Environment and Natural Resource Management  —  10,444,014  10,444,014  14,720,673
  Health and HIV  —  23,272,617  23,272,617  21,883,223
  Multisectoral Programs  —  13,245,233  13,245,233  11,849,921
  Enterprise Development  —  10,476,556  10,476,556  11,085,746
 Country office management  —  967,385  967,385  818,388
 International programs   —  1,374,000  1,374,000  1,095,117 

    —  146,711,820  146,711,820  120,752,547 

Support services 
 Management and general  —  3,553,056  3,553,056  3,162,407
 Fundraising, public and donor relations  2,997  3,594,268  3,597,265  3,585,875
 Membership in CARE International  99,470  399,202  498,672  473,406

   102,467  7,546,526  7,648,993  7,221,688

Total Expenses  102,467  154,258,346  154,360,813  127,974,235

EXCESS OF REVENUE OVER EXPENSES $ 212,794 $ 834,567 $ 1,047,361 $ 359,523

Summary Statement  
of Operations

year ended June 30, 2012

Total
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Schedule  – Program Activities 
According to Sectors

Advocacy $ 27,809 $ 703,661 $  — $ 282,046 $ 884,107 $ 1,897,623 $ 1,273,680
Agriculture and  
 Natural Resources  3,538,355  5,987,421  —  116,914  2,094,433  11,737,123  10,532,844
Child & Reproductive Health  196,576  —  11,351,864  441,795  228,232  12,218,467  12,224,078
Education  119,167  —  —  599,830  939,817  1,658,814  2,958,879
Infrastructure  2,632,058  —  1,441,157  4,451,523  —  8,524,738  2,900,542
Integrated and Other Health  323,230  —  7,872,064  —  8,555  8,203,849  7,250,110
Nutritional Support  70,358,872  554,185  —  8,180  397,990  71,319,227  43,073,982
Integrated Projects  7,433,796  1,099,942  356,302  6,842,172  1,253,942  16,986,154  25,531,041
Program Management  —  —  —  379,697  62,461  442,158  339,510
Small Economic Activity
 Development  —  163,297  —  123,076  4,368,939  4,655,312  6,279,956
Water Supply  
 and Sanitation  2,302,152  1,935,508  2,251,230  —  238,080  6,726,970  6,474,420

 $ 86,932,015 $ 10,444,014 $ 23,272,617 $ 13,245,233 $ 10,476,556 $ 144,370,435 $ 118,839,042

  Humanitarian  Environment
  and  and Natural    
  Emergency  Resource  Health  Multisectoral  Enterprise
  Assistance  Management  and HIV  Programs  Development  2012  2011

year ended June 30, 2012

Notes to the financial statements are available on the CARE Canada website: www.care.ca
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Summary Statement of 
Changes in Fund Balances
year ended June 30, 2012

Venture and 
Emergency Fund

Invested in 
Capital Assets

Internally 
Restricted unrestricted

Annual Fund total

FUND BALANCES, 
BEGINNING OF YEAR
Excess of revenue over expenses
Unrealized gains on available- 
 for-sale financial assets
Net investment in capital assets
Transfer to internally restricted

FUND BALANCES, END OF YEAR 
Accumulated unrealized gains on      
 available-for-sale financial assets

2012 2011

498,140 
212,794 

 
— 
— 
— 

710,934 

150,000

$ $

$

$

— 
— 

 
— 
— 

1,000,000 

1,000,000 

—

3,617,005 
834,657

 
— 

(444,990) 
(1,000,000) 

3,006,582 

—

6,098,343 
1,047,361

 
— 
— 
— 

7,145,704 

150,000

5,588,820 
359,523 

 
150,000 

— 
— 

6,098,343 

150,000

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

1,983,198 
— 

 
— 

444,990 
— 

2,428,188 

—
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